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In technology we trust!

The new strategy for a world of Millennials and Generation Z supported by AI
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• Perché dobbiamo fidarci delle nuove 
tecnologie per prendere decisioni migliori

• Come cambia il modo di lavorare nella 
Supply Chain con il supporto dell’AI

• Esempi di cambiamento e spunti di 
riflessione

In technology we trust!
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July 16th, 1969 Apollo 11
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1969  Apollo 11

Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC) ROM - Core rope memory!!!

50+ years of technology developments.

RAM - More one million times 
more memory than the AGC computer 

ROM - more seven million times more than 
that of the AGC.

Processor: 100.000 times the processing power 
of the AGC

iPhone 11
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We already use advanced technology.
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«The algorithms won’t revolt and enslave us. 
Rather, the algorithms will be so good in making decisions for us,
that it would be madness not to follow their advice.»

Yuval Noah Harari - Historian  (Homo Deus- A Brief History of Tomorrow)

«The workplace has become a psychological battlefield and the 
millennials have the upper hand, because they are tech savvy, with 
every gadget imaginable almost becoming an extension of their bodies. 
They multitask, talk, walk, listen and type, and text. And their priorities 
are simple: they come first.»

Morley Safern (CBS Reporter)

New world for millennials and next gen supported by AI

«Millennials expect to create a better future, using the collaborative 
power of digital technology.»

Mal Fletcher - media/social futurist and commentator
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Supply Chain Planning 

Evolution due to more trust in AI

Modeling additional complexity
(multi-channel, long tail, promo, multivariable correlations, NPI, etc.)

Multi-source data environment

Increasing of trust in automated decisions

SC Visibility (Control Tower) is becoming a strong requirement 
(due to the increasing of automated decisions)

Limited Number of User Interactions 
(due to the App UX)

Increasing of MLE applications

Less focus on the technology contents 
and more interest on tangible results attainable

More Collaboration: 
to share tasks and, above all, 
responsibility

More “Real Time“ control instead 
of off-line planning 
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Supply Chain Planning
Evolution due to more trust in AI and millennials UX

Supply Chain 
Performance

Target Settings

Automated 
Supply Chain 

Planning 

High Level 
Performance
Monitoring

By Exception
Planning & 

Control

What do you need to plan and control your supply chain?

Main features for a day-by-day planning process 

Real Time 
Alarms

Drill Down
Performance 

Analysis

Planners
Managers
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To guarantee the product availability in growing uncertainty we have to make

Distribution 
Centers

Raw Material 
Suppliers

Multi-Plants

Store / Dealer

Logistics 
Providers

Contract
Manufacturers

Wholesalers

Customer
service level

hundreds, 

thousands,

millions 
of micro-decisions based on: 

billions of data points

Every Day.
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Global Vision

Mastering Supply Chain Uncertainty.

Accelerating Business Performance making 

the day-to-day decisions automatically in 

order to guarantee product availability.

Global Approach

Data Driven Forecasting based on Machine 

Learning,  Customer service Planning and  

Supply Chain Optimization.



ToolsGroup is a proven leader in Supply Chain Optimization

ToolsGroup sets the industry standard for 
five years running in the Inventory 
Optimization Value Matrix, delivering 
usability and functionality that helps 
customers achieve value through one of the 
most autonomous inventory optimization 
and supply chain planning solutions on the 
market

Nucleus Research

First “Demand Analytics” 
application based on 
Machine Learning Engine. 
2014

TG Project of 
awarded as
2020 Industrial 
Supply Chain 
Innovator

Best Practices Award

2021
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Real Time Demand and Supply
Planning

• How to combine fast growth with high service 
levels in a distribution intensive company by 
automating the supply chain.

Brothers Bruno and Sergio Costa founded a 
coffee roastery in London, in 1971, 
supplying local caterers. 
and is the UK’s largest and fastest growing 
coffee shop brand. 

The Company

1.2 billion of revenue
31 countries
7000+ Costa Express vending facilities
30+ suppliers
6+ warehouses



Rapid growth and expansion: from 2500 to 7000+ vending machines  

Over 50,000 replenishment combinations per day managed manually. 
.

Too many manual operations: over 2,000 linked spreadsheets.

Real time demand planning & replenishment 
required

Problem:

Managing To take 4 Millions of micro-decisions 
based on: 

10 Billions data 

Every Day
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A successful rapid growth and 
expansion

• How to combine fast growth with high service 
levels in a distribution intensive company by 
automating the supply chain.

Lilly is a Health & Beauty Retailer with operations 
in Serbia and Bulgaria. 

4.3mio SKU/L
367 Locations (185 stores)
20.5K active items

The Company



Challenges due to a successful rapid growth and expansion

Experiencing fast growth, the supply chain planning was failing behind on coping with increasing complexity: increasing
number of items/stores, new product introduction, one shot products, many promotions.

A basic naïve forecasting and too many manual operations were limiting the potential growth.

The organization needed to re-shape its demand planning and
execution processes aiming to much more automation in the micro
decision process.

Problem:

To take 31,2 Millions of micro-decisions
(20K items, 448 locations, 6 weeks advance planning)

based on: 

22 Billions data 
(20K items, 448 locations, 365 days, 3 years rolling daily sales with sales windows and promotions)

Every Day



Project Results

Service levels increased +5 points and stabilized, sustaining rapid expansion of the business.

Stock at store and central level decrease of 13 days of stock

Lilly was able to continue in its growth trajectory going from 170 to 260+ stores, while maintaining
same central warehouse infrastructure and reducing the planning and warehouse team.

New retail specific processes were made more efficient with SO99+ features e.g. sales windows, stores
retrofit, promo management, fulfillment planning and replenishment management.

SLA Award Winner - Pharmacy chain Lilly Drogerie and ToolsGroup’s local partner VERIDIX were
awarded “Outstanding Logistics Project” for Centralised Planning, Inventory Optimisation and Order 
Automation in Retail from the Serbian Logistics Association (SLA).

Nemanja Mijailović
Logistics Director  - Lilly 

“We are currently managing 100% of the 45.000 store-order-lines per day. It is a full
automated replenishment process”
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Thank you

Paolo Liverani

pliverani@toolsgroup.com

toolsgroup.com

CONTACT US

Corso Monforte 54

20122 Milano

Italy


